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Payment for Lotherton Hall trip: Just a reminder that the 

cash payment of £24 (total for 1 adult and 1 child) needs to 

be paid by Friday June 30th. If an extra adult is joining us 

there will be an additional cost of £15. Please pay either Mrs 

Windsor or Mrs Hough.  

 

Please remember to apply sun cream to your child before 

coming to nursery and provide your child with a sun hat 

(named).  

Once again, thank you for the support you give to us and 

the children.  

Happy Father’s Day to all our daddies and grandads. We 

hope you have a lovely weekend.  

Mrs Windsor, Mrs Hough and Mrs Standring. 

As you know at Lee Brigg Nursery, we give our children the  

‘roots to grow and wings to fly’. It will soon be time for some 

of our children to use their wings and fly onto their next 

journey in life, school!  

To prepare the children for school, we are currently 

practising dressing and undressing (shoes, socks, jumper 

and coat) using cutlery and encouraging the children to 

manage at the toilet (independently). Can we please ask that 

you encourage and support your child to practise these 

skills at home. We do understand that sometimes it is easier 

for adults to do it, however, the more independent the 

children are when moving up to school the better. 

This week’s learning: We revisited the text ‘The 

Bumble Bear’ by Nadia Shereen as It is good to 

revisit stories! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6ZaSM6sNGw 

The more a child reads, the larger their vocabulary 

becomes. When a child reads or hears the same 

book multiple times, they become familiar and 

comfortable with a greater number of words. This 

text provides lots of opportunities to talk about 

differences, feelings and friendships and also 

enabled the children to discuss the different parts of 

a day.  

 

 

 

 

 

We have been scientists, observing and discussing 

the caterpillars, beans and tadpoles.  

Outdoors, we acted out the story of ‘The Very Hungry 

Caterpillar’ using a pillowcase (for the cocoon) and 

two scarves (to represent the butterfly). 

As part of our transition to school, the children have 

started visiting the hall to take part in PE. This week, 

the children took part in an activity called ‘space 

bubble’. This activity develops children’s awareness 

of personal space and promotes safety. 
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